Transient seizure onset network for localization of epileptogenic zone: effective connectivity and graph theory-based analyses of ECoG data in temporal lobe epilepsy.
Abnormal and dynamic epileptogenic networks cause difficulties for clinical epileptologists in the localization of the seizure onset zone (SOZ) and the epileptogenic zone (EZ) in preoperative assessments of patients with refractory epilepsy. The aim of this study is to investigate the characteristics of time-varying effective connectivity networks in various non-seizure and seizure periods, and to propose a quantitative approach for accurate localization of SOZ and EZ. We used electrocorticogram recordings in the temporal lobe and hippocampus from seven patients with temporal lobe epilepsy to characterize the effective connectivity dynamics at a high temporal resolution using the full-frequency adaptive directed transfer function (ffADTF) measure and five graph metrics, i.e., the out-degree (OD), closeness centrality (CC), betweenness centrality (BC), clustering coefficient (C), and local efficiency (LE). The ffADTF effective connectivity network was calculated and described in five frequency bands (δ, θ, α, β, and γ) and five seizure periods (pre-seizure, early seizure, mid-seizure, late seizure, and post-seizure). The cortical areas with high values of graph metrics in the transient seizure onset network were compared with the SOZ and EZ identified by clinical epileptologists and the results of epilepsy resection surgeries. Origination and propagation of epileptic activity were observed in the high time resolution ffADTF effective connectivity network throughout the entire seizure period. The seizure-specific transient seizure onset ffADTF network that emerged at seizure onset time remained for approximately 20-50 ms with strong connections generated from both SOZ and EZ. The values of graph metrics in the SOZ and EZ were significantly larger than that in the other cortical areas. More cortical areas with the highest mean of graph metrics were the same as the clinically determined SOZ in the low-frequency δ and θ bands and in Engel Class I patients than in higher frequency α, β, and γ bands and in Engel Class II and III patients. The OD and C were more likely to localize the SOZ and EZ than CC, BC, and LE in the transient seizure onset network. The high temporal resolution ffADTF effective connectivity analysis combined with the graph theoretical analysis helps us to understand how epileptic activity is generated and propagated during the seizure period. The newly discovered seizure-specific transient seizure onset network could be an important biomarker and a promising tool for more precise localization of the SOZ and EZ in preoperative evaluations.